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Parking fees empty pockets
Two weeks costs one student $700 in fines
By STEPHANIE DIMOV
Staff writer
An Eastern Illinois University
underclassman has racked up $700
in parking fines so far this semester.
That is equivalent to 35 $20 tickets.
“Students usually get away with
illegal parking so that’s why they
do it,” said Sgt. Ron Osborne of
the University Police Department.
But not all students are getting
away with illegal parking. The
$700 in fines owed by the student
contributes to the estimated
$440,000 collected annually in
parking tickets.
Approximately 100-200 tickets
are given daily on campus, 1,5001,800 are given monthly, and
19,000-25,000 are given annually,
Osborne said. Parking tickets are
$10 if paid within 48 hours and $20
if paid after that.
The money collected from
student and faculty parking
infractions goes to a parking
budget, in which a parking com-

“

Students usually get
away with illegal parking so that’s why they do it,”
– Sgt. Ron Osborne
University Police
Department

mittee decides how the money will
be spent.
Sgt. Kevin Kersey said the
money is spent on officers salaries,
tickets, computers, student help and
lot maintenance.
The parking committee also
determines the cost of tickets and
permits but needs final approval
from the President’s Council, which
has final say.
Sophomore speech communications major Josh Talkington,
who has received three tickets for
parking, believes that the cost of
permits for underclassmen is too
high, considering that they have to

park in inconvenient spaces.
Underclass permits cost $75 a
semester and are valid only in the
following lots: Greek Court, Ninth
Street, Carman Hall and the
stadium lot.
“Underclassmen pay more for
permits because a couple years ago,
they were not allowed to have cars
on campus anyway, but there were
lots that weren’t being utilized,”
Osborne said. “So we thought the
extra revenue could go to build
extra spaces.”
Wendy Sage, a senior speech
communications major, said she’d
“rather park in a city yellow zone
and get less of a charge.”
The City of Charleston charges
$10 for a parking ticket paid within
24 hours and $15 after 24 hours.
Sage has received $100 in tickets
this semester partly because she is
always late for class and parks in
staff lots.
Osborne said Eastern charges
more than the city because the low
See PARKING page 2

Trailmobile employees gain support
Community
meeting to
back workers
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor
Jim Troester shares his experiences living with AIDS to a crowd of
more than 60 people Tuesday night in Taylor Hall lobby. The
lecture was part of AIDS Awareness Week.

AIDS victim educates
through experience
AIDS
By DONNA CUISIA
Activities editor

Jim Troester doesn’t want
to scare anyone; he just wants
to tell the truth.
“This (AIDS presentation)
is not to scare you,” said
Troester, representative from
the St. Louis Efforts For Aids.
“This is to make you aware.”
Troester spoke about his
personal experiences with
medication and procedures,
costs, discrimination and
reactions, both his and those
of his family and friends.
Troester ’s discussion,
“Living Positively with
AIDS,” took place Tuesday in
Taylor Hall lobby as part of
AIDS Awareness Week. He
has been speaking on behalf
of St. Louis Effort For AIDS
for the past four years.
“This is real,” he said. “My

Awareness Week

prediction for 1996 is that
you’re going to hear a lot
about AIDS.”
Troester tried to dispel
certain myths that are
common with AIDS. He said
the homosexual numbers are
actually in a decrease.
“AIDS is not just a gay
disease and it’s not just a
man’s disease,” he said.
Troester also said the
average time for detecting the
disease is three to six months
after the initial transmission.
One cannot expect accurate
results within 24 to 48 hours
of contact with an HIV
positive person, he said.
See AIDS page 2

Council representative:
observe, don’t take sides

By KATIE VANA
City editor

By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor

A group of community
members are assembling in the
Library Quad Saturday to show
their support for the locked-out
Trailmobile employees.
Citizens in Solidarity with
Workers
at
Trailmobile,
composed of area residents and
Eastern faculty, staff and
students will gather at 11 a.m.
for approximately 45 minutes.
“We care about Charleston,”
said groups spokesman Michael
Kuo. “We want to keep
Trailmobile in Charleston, and
we want the workers there to be
treated fairly.”
Several speakers are expected
to attend the assembly.
“We wanted to show
community support for the
(union workers) so no
Trailmobile workers will be
speaking,” Kuo said. “It’s going
to be cold, but I figure if those
workers can stand out there 24
hours a day, we can stand on the
Quad for 45 minutes to show
our support.”
About 1,000 workers have
been locked out at the semitrailer manufacturer since Jan.
21. The union, which represents
the workers, is at odds over
contract language, pensions and

The current contract negotiations at Trailmobile Inc.
can teach students how to deal
with strike situations they
might encounter in the future,
said Bryan Gutraj, student
representative to the city council.
“I would really like to see
students not take sides in this
matter, but to observe it... and
learn from it,” Gutraj said.
He said many students may
the fact that the union workers
have not had a wage increase in
four years.
Talks between Trailmobile
and the United Paper Workers
International Local 7591 with a
federal mediator have been put
on hold until Trailmobile
officials finish reviewing their
options.
“They were going to go back
and look at their package and as
they said, ‘shuffle it around a
bit,’” union president Gary
Collins said.
Trailmobile officials will
inform the mediator when they
are ready to resume talks and
then the union will be informed,
Collins said.

be faced with
similar situations in the future, whether
on the union
side or the
management,
Bryan Gutraj and this is a
chance for them to possibly
prevent such situations in the
future.
Gutraj said although it has
not been brought up at city
council meetings, if the strike
continues, the town and the
See GUTRAJ page 2
“We are currently reviewing
our options and will contact the
union when we are ready to
talk,” said Ed Kennedy, human
resources
manager
for
Trailmobile.
Trailmobile is currently
relying on the management team
to run the plant. Replacement
workers have not been brought
in, Kennedy said.
The union is holding a full
membership meeting at 1 p.m.
today in Westfield to inform
members of where negotiations
stand now, Collins said.
The union has also set up a
hotline for members through the
union hall to answer any
questions.
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State, federal ROTC scholarships available to students
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

Scholarships for the federal and state
Army ROTC programs are now available
to students.
More than 80 scholarships are available
on the state level, according to Joshua D.
Wright, a recruiter in Eastern’s ROTC program. The program pays full tuition costs,
some student fees and $150 a month for the
third and fourth year of the program.
Program applicants must be U.S. citizens, high school graduates, enrolled in
ROTC classes, physically fit and have a
grade point average of at least 2.0.
Applications for the scholarships are
available in 310 Klehm Hall and due back

AIDS

Feb. 15.
Federal ROTC scholarships pay tuition
of up to $12,000 a year, up to $500 a year
for books, all student fees and $150 per
month while in school, up to a total of
$1,500 a year.
Wright said the requirements for getting
a federal ROTC scholarship are tougher
than for the state program, and vary based
on the individual applicants.
Transfer students can also apply for the
ROTC program, with the benefits and most
requirements being the same as the state
program. Students must apply for the program before they transfer.
The time commitment students have to
serve after graduation also varies with the
two programs.

Students in the state ROTC program do
not have to sign any commitment to serve
in the military until their junior year in college, Wright said.
“There’s no commitment to enroll in the
program,” Wright said. “(Students) can
enroll in the program as freshmen (or)
sophomores and get a state scholarship and
not have any commitment.”
Once they have signed a commitment to
serve after graduation, students in the state
program usually are required to serve six to
eight years after graduation, although that
is not necessary in active duty, Wright said.
Students who enroll in the federal ROTC
program are required to serve three years
of active duty after graduation, Wright
said.

AIDS infects chimpanzee

from page one

“It might show up a little sooner or it might
show up a l i t t l e l at er. It d e p e n d s o n y o u ,”
Troester said.
Although there are 30 to 40 illnesses associated with AIDS, about four or five drugs are currently on the market for the treatment of HIV, he
said.
“We’ve come a long way in the past 10 years,”
he said. “We know more about the virus, we
know more about the drugs. That’s the good
news.”
Troester will be participating in a medical
research study for a new drug that is close to
approval. He said this triple protocol drug should
reduce the viral load in his system.
Troester has been infected since 1983, but was
diagnosed in 1991.
He said after the diagnosis, he was in a stage
of denial, and when his doctor asked him to get
an AIDS test, he agreed but said he wouldn’t pick
up the results.
Troester said he was not an IV drug user nor
sexually promiscuous. It only takes one time, he
said.
After a few months, Troester changed his philosophy and way of thinking and began to accept
the disease.
When he asked the doctor how long he had to

PARKING

fines don’t work.
“We’re not making them pay
these fines, they make their own
choice if they want to park illegally,” he said.
Kersey said students receive
more tickets than faculty, but if the
parking locations were reversed,
the faculty would be on the receiving end.
Faculty usually receive tickets
for forgetting to display their permits, parking at an expired meter,
parking in a no-parking zone and
for simply not purchasing a permit.
The tickets are then sent to the
Billing Receivable Service, which
sends out a monthly statement that

live, the doctor said it would be hard to say.
“There’s no way that a doctor can tell you how
long you’ll live,” Troester said.
Troester is not sure about the exact time of
when he became infected, but he said there was
one clue that helped him figure out the time span
of the disease.
Some people who are infected become very
sick with “mono-type” symptoms 10 to 14 days
after the actual transmission of the drug, he said.
The person will eventually recover, but the disease continues to attack the person’s bodily systems.
There are many costs involved in the disease,
Troester said.
After working for IBM and taking a disability
leave from the company, IBM continued to pay
for many of the expenses that accompany the disease.
He said IBM has taken care of him and he
repays them by watching every penny he spends
on medication and doctors.
The company covers 80 percent of his medical
bills and gives him an unlimited hospital plan.
He said much of his survival has been based on
being lucky and taking good care of himself.
“I’ve got too many things in my life to accomplish yet,” Troester said. “I’ve gotta live.”

from page one
has the total fines on it, from textbooks to parking fines. Interest is
charged on these bills.
If faculty do not pay their fines,
Kersey says the money will either
be taken out the their check or they
will not receive their last pay when
they leave or retire.
As for students, if fines are not
paid, grades are withheld, fines are
added to tuition bills and students
can not register for classes.
There are 2,067 student parking
spaces, 1,144 staff spaces and
around 500 student-staff spaces
available. Between 4,000-5,000
student permits and 1,100-1,300
staff permits were sold last year.
Osborne says this is not a prob-
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lem.
However, Kersey said that the
parking committee is planning to
create more parking spaces in
Greek Court.
The parking committee meets
once a month, or as needed.
“Two student representatives,
one from the senate and the other
from a hall, are always invited to
attend the meetings, but they never
show up,” Osborne said.
Students may not be happy
about the committee’s future
plans.
“The prices of fines were just
raised last year and there is a good
chance of permit prices raising $5
next year,” Kersey added.

WASHINGTON (AP) – For
the first time, scientists have
managed to give AIDS to a chimpanzee, a possible substitute for
people in testing ways to control
the disease.
Since the AIDS epidemic
began, about 100 chimps have
been intentionally given the
AIDS virus in an effort to learn
more about the disease. But while
these animals get infected, none
until now had actually developed
AIDS. In fact, many scientists
doubted whether the disease was
even possible in a chimp.
Researchers from the Yerkes
Regional Primate Research
Center at Emory University in
Atlanta described the first chimp
AIDS case at a medical conference Tuesday.
One of the things that has
made AIDS so difficult to control
has been the lack of a so-called
animal model – a lab animal that
can stand in for people in studies
of the disease.
While monkeys get sick with a

GUTRAJ

REPORT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

simian version of HIV, the AIDS
virus, researchers fear that
insights from studying these animals may not apply to people.
The discovery of true AIDS in
a chimpanzee could give scientists their first animal model for
the disease. But whether this will
be practical is still unclear.
Another drawback is controversy about using chimps for
medical studies. These animals
are humans’ closest relative, and
they are endangered in the wild.
“We believe this to be the first
development of AIDS in a chimpanzee infected with HIV,” Dr.
Francis J. Novembre, a virologist,
said at the annual Conference on
Retroviruses and Opportunistic
Infections.

from page one

university potentially could be
affected by the strike.
Gutraj said because 1,000
workers, nearly 10 percent of
Charleston’s population, are not
receiving an income, the entire
town could be affected.
“If the strike continues there
may be a little bit of a recession
in the area,” Gutraj said. He
added the recession may affect
what is available for students to
buy.
The strike also has become
burdensome for Charleston
because it is draining city resources.
Gutraj said Charleston police

and city officials have been
working to help Trailmobile
workers and management instead of working on other city
issues.
“I just wish they’d get this
whole thing solved,” Gutraj
said. “I’ve always said the best
way to resolve things like this is
to sit down in a room until you
get things hammered out.”
Gutraj said he has not heard
of the rally the university professors are planning, but will
certainly attend.
“I try to attend as many city
events as I can.”
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Wright said classes only take about two
to four hours a week and focus initially on
health skills and army procedure with tactics being added in later. Seniors who have
passed advanced camp lead the cadet battalion.
Currently, about 120 students are
involved in the ROTC programs, Wright
said.
“Advanced camp is six weeks of leadership assessment evaluation at Fort Lewis,
Washington,” Wright said. “Everything
they learn here they put to use in those six
weeks.”
In addition, students also have to undergo a field training exercise for one weekend per semester.

Asst. night editor .....................................Scott Boehmer
Copy desk...Travis Spencer, Heidi Keibler, Brian Huchel
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Surprise snow causes slippery sidewalks, roads
Treacherous streets
cancel night classes

Three inches of snow
falls, more expected
By KENDALL STAAB
Staff writer

By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

Eastern ground crews responded to a recent
snowfall Tuesday by plowing roadways and
sidewalks throughout campus.
About three inches of snow fell throughout
the day, with another storm expected today or
Thursday, said local weather observer Dalias
Price. He said about four or five inches will
accumulate in the Charleston area by the end
of the week.
Workers at the Physical Plant and the
Charleston Street Department were first at a
standstill when trying to clear streets. Earlier
efforts of clearing intersections were put on
hold because the wind covered the pavement
with snow.
“We will do everything we can to make
roads passable around campus,” said Ted
Weidner, director of the Physical Plant.
Travelers should be cautious of slick,
snow-covered roads and low visibility
because of blowing snow, according to the
Coles County Sheriff’s Department.
However, Price said the snow was light
and powdery, making it easy to remove.
The temperature outside was only nine
degrees and the wind chill 12 degrees below
zero when the snow started to fall, a surprisingly low temperature for snowfall, Price
said.
He said most of the snow Charleston
received in the past weeks has occurred when
temperatures range from 20 to 30 degrees.
“We rarely get snow when temperatures
are this low,” Price said.
He said the weather will continue to be
cold until next week.
“Winter will continue to hold us in its
grip,” Price said.
Charleston has received a record amount of
snow this winter, breaking a 40-inch record
from 1912.

All Eastern classes held off campus were canceled
Tuesday night after an afternoon snowfall led to dangerous road conditions.
Five classes in Champaign, Rantoul, Decatur and
Danville were canceled.
Physical Plant Director Ted Weidner said it is rare
for snowfall to be bad enough to warrant keeping university vehicles off the
roads.
“This is only about
This is only about
the fourth or fifth time
since I’ve been here
the fourth or fifth
(that) we’ve grounded
the fleet due to bad time since I’ve been here
weather,” Weidner said,
referring to the fleet of (that) we’ve grounded the
cars used to drive some fleet due to bad weather.”
professors to their off– Ted Weidner,
campus classes.
Tom Hawkins, direc- Physical Plant director
tor of off-campus and
contract credit programs, said reports of
bad road conditions and white-outs in some areas
forced the university to keep the cars off the roads.
Weidner estimated between five and ten cars are
used in the fleet, and said when the weather is bad, the
university keeps the vehicles off the roads to prevent
any possible problems.
Weidner said this is the first time Eastern classes
have been canceled this year.
Off-campus classes are more likely to be canceled
than on-campus classes because professors have to
drive on the roads, said Shelly Flock, director of
media relations.
Hawkins said faculty who teach the classes will
have to decide how they want to make up the lost
time.
“It’s up to each instructor to find out a way to do
that, but they do have to make up the time,” Hawkins

“

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor
Jon Goetten, the manager of Marty’s, shovels a sidewalk on Fourth
Street in front of Marty’s Tuesday evening when the wind chill plummeted to 12 degrees below zero. Three inches of snow fell in
Charleston Tuesday, causing unsafe road and sidewalk conditions.

Bar-entry age change causes police to crack down
Fake ID use, violence, property damage, illegal liquor purchases up since
By MATT TRAMEL
Staff writer
Adam Wild knows all to well how the
Charleston Police Department has cracked
down on underage drinking since the barentry age changed from 19 to 21.
Last fall, Wild, a sophomore finance
major, had his fake ID taken away at
Gateway Liquors after attempting to use it
to buy alcohol.
About two months later, state investigators along with Charleston police officers
showed up at his door at Carman Hall.
Wild said the police made him tell them
where he got his ID and threatened to kick
him out of school. When his court date
finally came around, it was finals week at
the end of the semester.
He was fined $500, received court
supervision for one year and had his
license revoked for one year. He also had
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to write a letter to The Daily Eastern
News and the Charleston Times-Courier
explaining what happened to him.
Wild said the police investigators told
him that he would probably get off with
the minimum fine and probation, instead
he got the maximum.
“A lot of students have fake IDs, and
they all use them,” Wild said. “They simply made an example of me, and that
wasn’t right.”
Since the bar-entry age was raised to 21
in the summer of 1994, the number of
tickets because of misrepresentation of
age by minors has gone up significantly.
According to the Charleston Police
Department, 12 tickets were issued for
misrepresentation of age the year before
the entry age was raised. The number of
tickets in the year following was 32.
According to Police Chief Herb
Steidinger, many students are starting to

rely on fake IDs to get into the bars and to
buy alcohol.
“There has been an increase in fake
IDs, and that’s only natural,” Steidinger
said.
Tickets issued on the charges of illegal
purchase and acceptance of alcohol also
have gone up.
In the year before the raised bar-entry
age, 136 minors were charged. In the year
directly following, that number increased
to 212 issued tickets.
Cole County Circuit Judge Dale Cini
said the minimum fine when it comes to
misrepresentation of age by a minor is
$200 plus $38 in court costs. However,
the Charleston City Council, under a new
Illinois statute, raised the maximum fine
to $750 in certain circumstances.
Cini said the illegal purchase or acceptance of alcohol is charged as a class C
misdemeanor, and comes off your record

Inter ested in Rugby?
Staying Competitive?!
When: February 1st
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Place: Union Walkway
You’re invited by the men of the

EIU RUGBY CLUB
to attend an informational
meeting on Thursday

after one year, if you don’t get any further
tickets. If you do get another ticket within
a year, assuming it’s a class C misdemeanor, the minimum fine is $500.
Charleston Assistant Police Chief Ted
Ghibellini said that the problem of property damage and violence is also increasing
since the bar-entry age turned 21.
“Somewhere along the line it became
OK for students to be loud, and drink and
do damage,” Ghibellini said. “But now
they’re realizing that the city is going to
take some action.”
Ghibellini also said the number of bar
fights have decrease.
“The number of fights has reduced, and
we haven’t seen the numbers of students
in the hospital,” he said.
He said the raised bar-entry age “is one
of the best things that’s happened to this
community in years, in terms of tranquility.”
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University’s decision
to expand recycling
program a good move
The move to expand Eastern’s recycling
program to include newspapers and newspaper
inserts is a necessary step to remedy a nationwide problem.
Beginning this semester, newspapers can be
placed in blue recycling bins located in most
academic offices and eventually in drive-up
locations outside of Booth Library and the
campus McDonald’s.
Paper products such as books and magazines
can also be recycled under the expanded program. Envelopes with plastic windows, food
wrappers, carbon sheets, tissue paper and
paper towels can not be recycled.
Newsprint is a major source of waste, not
only at Eastern, but also
nation wide.
According to a
January 1994 issue of
Editor and Publisher magazine, 7.2 million
tons of newsprint was used in the United
States in 1993. 2.9 million tons, consisting
mostly of newspapers and magazines, were
recycled.
And it is predicted that in 1996, 11.1 million
tons of newsprint will be used nationwide, and
3.3 million tons of that is expected to be recycled. By 2000, 6.9 million tons are expected to
be recycled.
Recycling newspapers has numerous benefits.
Editor and Publisher estimates that of the
6.9 million tons predicted to be recycled in
2000, up to 2 million tons may be exported
and 1.2 million tons can go to other uses such
as insulation, cushioning and composting – a
growing alternative to disposing of newspapers in landfills.
Eastern also produces a large amount of
newsprint.
According to Eastern’s Recycling
Coordinator Jon Collins, half of the waste generated by Eastern is paper: 9,100 copies of The
Daily Eastern News are printed 5 days a week,
and numerous papers, books and workbooks
are used in classes every semester.
Illinois has set a goal to reduce waste
statewide by 40 percent by the year 2000.
Students should do their part to help the
state reach this goal by utilizing the newly
expanded recycling program.

Look on the bright side of winter’s cold
I’m not one to buy into the “grin
and bear it” bit.
But when it comes to the weather, I don’t have many options.
Short of joining the cries of certain Michigan, Montana and
Oklahoma residents who believe
the weather is controlled by the
same federal government types HEIDI KEIBLER
who fly over their homes in black Regular columnist
helicopters and plan random, spontaneous raids of their weapon arsenals, accepting Mother Nature’s
daily offerings is about all I can do.
So as you bundle up in coat, on top of scarf, on top of
sweater, on top of turtle neck and brave the bitter cold for what
seems like the 147th time this year, slap a grin on your face
bearing the following in mind:
■ Abrupt temperature changes boost the immune system.
According to Dr. John Abruzzo, professor of medicine at
Philadelphia’s Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, going
from a warm temperature to a cold one can actually toughen
the body up and possibly control the common cold.
“Those temperature changes are experienced by the body as
an attack,” Abruzzo said in the January issue of Cooking Light
magazine.
■ Exercising in cold temperatures speeds up the body’s
metabolism.
And while most of us don’t exercise outside the comfort of
the Rec Center, a brisk walk from Coleman to Old Main can
certainly be considered a work out resulting in some calorie
burning. So take comfort in the fact that each mad dash from
class to class in the winter burns more calories than you may
have bargained for – just in time for spring break.
■ Cold weather inspires the cooking, and eating, of good
food.
Steaming bowls of soup, turkey hot out of the oven, piping
hot pies and frothy mugs of hot chocolate lose some of their

“Of course
minor inconveniences persist
like windburn,
hair-wrecking
hats and runny
noses.”

appeal when you break into a sweat
at the thought of moving and your
legs stick to every chair you sit on.
■ Snow and wind keep people
with extra time on their hands
inside.
Few things are more disheartening when you’re running from
class to work to meeting to class to
meeting on three hours of sleep and
very little food than seeing large
patches of students sleeping, tanning or otherwise relaxing in the

Quad.
Of course, it’s refreshing to watch the campus come to life
with activity and enthusiasm the first time the thermometer
hits 60 degrees, but it’s also a sobering reminder of how quickly life passes us by when we busy ourselves with day-to-day
duties and forget how important it is to kick back and take it
easy once in a while.
■ Cold weather allows you to be creative with your unwanted paper.
Nothing makes a better make-shift blanket or last minute
bonfire starter than paper – The Daily Eastern News or otherwise. So whether it’s a research paper you did particularly
poor on, the syllabus for a class you hate or a love letter you
wish you never received, let loose. But keep in mind that none
of that generated heat would feel so great if the temperatures
were in the 80s.
You see, it’s not really so bad out there. Of course minor
inconveniences persist like wind burn, hair-wrecking hats and
runny noses. But all of those are temporary, and certainly take
the back burner to good food, good metabolism and good
fires.
So today as you walk to class with the wind in your face
and snow at your feet, grin and bear it.
–Heidi Keibler is editor in chief and a regular columnist

Editorial

“

today’s quote

The health of nations is more important than then wealth of nations.

– Will Durant

Budget debate is a
return to class warfare
Dear editor:
A serious attempt is being made to
hoodwink the American people! The
current debate in Washington, D.C. has
very little to do with balancing the budget. The Republicans wouldn’t be
proposing a large tax cut for the wealthy
if it did.
What is occurring here is what once
was called class warfare before the
media made it a dirty phrase. It is an
upward redistribution of wealth from the
poor and the middle class to the rich.
This is the reverse Robin Hood strategy
– steal from the children, old people the
disabled and anyone who can’t fight
back and give to the rich.
Notice that the Republicans are not
talking about cutting the military budget
(now at Cold War levels) to balance the
budget, nor are they talking about cutting the numerous corporate welfare
programs, which amount to hundreds of
billions of dollars.
In addition, if the old corporate tax
rate of 70 percent were still in existance
(former President Ronald Reagan cut it
to 30 percent, and it increased only
slightly by President Bill Clinton), there

your turn
would be no budget deficit. It would disappear completely!
This war on the poor is a worldwide
phenomenon. The policies of the IMF
and the World Band have caused a great
increase in inequality, poverty, starvation, and disease in Third World nations,
resulting in tragedies such as Somalia
and Rwanda.
Right-wing parties in Europe have
even attempting to impose this corporate
agenda there. However, the French are
fighting back against the Contract with
France. Evidently, they realize if France
has money to conduct nuclear tests in
the Pacific, they also have money for
their budget deficit without cutting into
social programs.
It is past time for the American people to protest. Otherwise, there will be
even more homeless children on our
streets.

Gary Sudborough

Sudborough letters
are refreshing change

Dear editor:
Just when one is convinced that the
intellectual community at Eastern has

swallowed whole the dead carp that capitalism is invincible, someone like Gary
Sudborough comes along.
How refreshing it is to know that a
young person has and can articulate
Marxist ideas. Hopefully, he will now
advance on to the writings of V.I. Lenin
and Leon Trotsky.
The Sudboroughs of this world are
what is needed for an all-sided workers
party against this racist capitalist system
of super exploitation.

Michael Strange

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address and telephone number must
be included. If necessary, letters will
be edited according to length and
space at the discretion of the editorial
page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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February campaign
covers No. 1 killer

American Heart Month designed
to educate about heart disease
By MATT COURTER
Staff writer
The American Heart
Association is launching its
nationwide educational campaign, “Don’t Die of Embarrassment,” this month in conjunction with American Heart
Month.
American Heart Month is an
effort to educate people about
the risks of heart disease and
strokes. It began in 1963 when
Congress issued a proclamation to designate February as
American Heart Month.
“Don’t Die of Embarrassment,” refers to the many
victims of heart attack or
stroke that wait too long to get
medical attention because of
the possible embarrassment of
a “false alarm.”
April Stremming, president
of the American Heart
Association of Coles County,
said the goal of American
Heart Month is to make people
aware of the No. 1 killer in
America, cardiovascular disease.
About 925,000 Americans
died of cardiovascular disease
last year and it cost about

$137.7 billion in health care.
Stremming said everyone is
at risk of being a heart attack
or stroke victim.
Knowing the warning signs
of a heart attack or stroke can
play an important role in getting immediate medical attention, she said.
The symptoms for a heart
attack are uncomfortable pressure, fullness, squeezing or
pain in the center of the chest
that lasts more than a few minutes or goes away and comes
back; pain that spreads to the
shoulders, neck or arms and
chest discomfort with lightheadedness, sweating, fainting,
nausea or shortness of breath.
The warning signs for a
stroke, according to the American Heart Association, are
sudden weakness or numbness
on one side of the body; loss of
speech or trouble talking or
understanding others; sudden
dimness or loss of vision, particularly in one eye; sudden
severe headaches with no
apparent cause and unexplained dizziness and unsteadiness or sudden falls, especially along with any of the other
symptoms.

By DONNA CUISIA
Activities editor

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor
Ed LaPorte, a junior political science major, rides on a Lifecycle
in the Student Recreation Center Tuesday afternoon. Due to the
cold, snowy weather, many students took advantage of indoor
exercise machines. Exercise and a good diet are two ways to
avoid heart disease.

Faculty Senate decides cost of faculty club
By BETSY COLE
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
decided the cost of building a facility for a proposed faculty club
would be approximately $750,000,
prompting members to seek input
on an amount faculty would be
willing to pay as a membership fee.
Senate Chairman John Simpson
read a report by Physical Plant
Director Ted Weidner stating that a
5,000 square-foot facility would
cost $150 per square foot to build,
and with a faculty base of 550, club
members would have to pay $584 a
year.
Senate member Hal Nordin suggested sending out a questionnaire
to find out what funding level faculty would be willing to support.
Senate member John Allison
also suggested conducting a survey

HAPPY
BIR THDAY

to find out how many faculty members are interested in a faculty club.
“If a number of people want to
have a faculty club, it might be possible to schedule a banquet room
off campus,” Allison said.
Senate member Charles Eberly
suggested putting a questionnaire
on the spring election ballot. At the
suggestion of senate member Gail
Richard, Simpson decided to have
a subcommittee narrow down the
concepts and bring forward the
questions that would go on the
spring ballot.
Senate member Ron Gholsen
also suggested the senate determine
whether the club will provide
meals, serve as a snack lounge or
offer a more formal atmosphere.
Discussion of the faculty club
will resume at next week’s meeting.
In other business at the meeting:

■ Vice President for Academic
Affairs Terry Weidner discussed the
student technology fee, which is
used for open computer labs on
campus.
Under the current $10 per
semester per student fee, approximately $200,000 is raised every
year for computer labs. Weidner
said roughly $90,000 of that goes
toward salaries for lab workers and
the rest is designated for computer
equipment in those labs.
With the $10 increase in the student technology fee next fall, an
extra $200,000 a year will be available to update computers for student use. The fee will be raised
from $10 to $20 per student per
semester, Weidner said.
“When the students approve
these fees, the money goes into
areas which directly benefit students,” Weidner said.

Since the open computer labs are
most useful to students, Weidner
said, hopefully all labs will have
updated computers in three or four
years.
Weidner mentioned students line
up to use the computers in Booth
Library and Lumpkin Hall. New
computers will be purchased for
Lumpkin Hall and the library – the
two areas of the oldest, most heavily used computers on campus, he
said.
■ Allison expressed concern for
security problems in Coleman Hall.
Recently Allison and other English
professors have found the doors to
their offices wide open in the mornings, even before custodial workers
were there.
“Something bad could happen
with the building open all the
time,” Allison said. “We might
need security persons to control

“Web-based Education – Can
Universities Ignore this in the 21st
Century?” is a presentation that will
focus on the World Wide Web and
how it may be incorporated into the
education of all grade levels.
John Ziebarth, associate director
for education and outreach at the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois at Urbana, will
speak at 2 p.m. Thursday in Room
215 of the Physical Science
Building.
The presentation is part of the
physics colloquium series sponsored by the Physics Department
and Faculty Development.
“(Ziebarth’s presentation) should
attract education students and professors,” said Don Pakey, assistant
professor of physics. “They will be
interested in incorporating the Web
into schools.”
Ziebarth will be presenting a collaboration system which provides
the framework for a virtual school,
including a demonstration of
CyberProf. CyberProf is an intelligent human computer interface that
teaches and trains students by grading, creating and presenting physics
course materials.
He will discuss how students
may be able to solve difficult and
complex problems while taking
advantage of the graphics, animation and sound produced on the
Web.
Ziebarth completed his bachelor’s degree in physics and mathematics and master’s degree in
mathematics from Eastern. He
received his Ph.D. in Aerospace
Engineering from Mississippi State
University.
Currently he is directing a staff
of science, education and technology researchers at NCSA applying
the newest computational and
informational technologies to all
segments of society. These include
education, communities, government and business.
Ziebarth established the
Alabama K-12 Supercomputing
Program and developed the first
curriculum for high schools in
computational science.

Representative displaying in
Coleman Hall
Wednesday & Thursday only!

10:30 to 4 pm
Seniors! Last chance to
order for Grad delivery.

Hey-Rock Star!
Are you ready for round 2?
Love Stephanie

Advertise
with

The Daily
Eastern News

CAREER EMPLOYMENT INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER JOBS
Spring Career Day/Job Fair
Thursday, February 15, 1996
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Ballrooms - University Union
All Students Welcome
A List of Participating Employers and tips on preparing
for the Job Fair are available in the Career Planning
and Placement Center-SSB Room 13

$1.25

24 oz.
Red Dog
Cans

Seven heads shot specials!
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Funding options for studying abroad discussed
International scholarships,
programs subject of talks
By SARAH WONG
Staff writer

SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
James Osberg, director of international economic development at Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, discusses Tuesday how to raise scholarship money for study abroad programs.

Members of the Illinois
Consortium for International
Education Tuesday discussed
raising money for scholarships
toward study abroad programs.
The organization met Tuesday in the 1895 Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union in an effort to
improve international education programs at state schools.
The group discussed possible solutions to raising money
for the scholarships.
Esthel Allen, dean of
College of Business and Public
Administration at Governors
State University, suggested

universities set aside money
from tuition to go toward the
study abroad scholarships.
James Osberg, director of
international economic development at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale, said
some student interest groups
and student affairs offices also
can help to raise the money for
the scholarships.
“(The study abroad program)
is for students and by students,” said William Thullen,
executive director of the
international programs. “They
need to take the advantage of
it.”
The consortium will look at
other schools across the nation
to see how the program is

Senate to vote on recommendations for four vacant seats
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor

The Student Senate tonight will vote
whether to approve the recommendations
to fill the four vacant senate seats, said
Senate Speaker Kevin Piket.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Piket said he and the eight committee
chairs completed interviewing the 18 appli-

cants Tuesday and together chose the four
recommendations for the senate to vote on.
One of the seats came from the resignation of Rick Tucker, who graduated last
semester. The other three seats came from
Dan Crowley, Nicki Best and Marcy
Benjamin, who each had class conflicts.
Piket said four resignations is not an
abnormal amount, in fact it is typical for
the beginning of the semester. He added
one of the open seats was held over from
last semester.

The senate will also be presented a
bylaw change which would reapportion the
on-campus senate seats to increase the
number of senate members who live in the
residence halls.
Brian Anderson, the originator of the
bylaw, said this would help make the senate a more representative body.
“I’ve seen over the years that people in
the halls aren’t being represented,”
Anderson said. “This is the biggest one
chunk of constituents that we have that live

in the residence halls that aren’t being represented fairly.”
Anderson said only four of the thirty
senate members live in the dorms, however
around 5,500 students live on-campus and
75 percent of those students live in residence halls.
The senate will also read over a resolution authored by Anderson to establish a
financial aid board to help keep students
informed on problems that arise in the state
and national governments.

Happy Valentine’s Day
Oh, don’t
worry. My
R.A. won’t see
you come up.

or Not So Happy. . .
Send a smack of love or hate with a Valentine’s personal in The Daily Eastern News.
Wow! I think
he really
likes me!

Valentine’s Day Ads are available in two
Ross: Let’s hook up!
sizes. An appropriate red heart will
appear in every ad! Deadline is February
Love,
12th, 1996.
Rachel

1x1 ( $3 50)

Wait ’til she
sees my
personal!

We suggest you keep
your copy to as few
words as possible to
make a more attractive ad. Please print
in the proper size ad
below.

Michael:
Just Beat It!
Yours,
Lisa Marie

1x2 ( $5 00)

1x1 ( $3 50)

1x2 ( $5 00)

Name
Address
Phone

I took her to
Krackers just to
find out she
only wants to
be friends.

Bring ad and payment to Student
Publications
Business Office,
MLK Union Gallery. All ads
must be in the Business Office
by 2pm, Feb. 9th.
Valentine’s Day ads will be published Wed., Feb. 14th.

By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

Dieting may be fashionable,
but it also can be deadly, said
Genie Lenihan of Eastern’s
Counseling Center.
“Is Someone You Know
Dying To Be Thin,” a workshop, will take place at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Effingham Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The workshop will help students recognize friends with eating disorders, such as anorexia
or bulimia.
Lenihan and Linda Anderson,
psychologists at the Counseling
Center, will be hosting the program.
A film about eating disorders
will be shown at the workshop,
and students will also be able to
ask any questions they may
have.
“We always engage in a lot of
discussion,” Lenihan said. “(The
program is) short on lecture and
long on general talk and
responding to people’s general
questions and concerns.”
Lenihan said the Counseling
Center sees a number of students who come in for help with
eating disorders, but she
believes this is probably only a
small number of people with the
problem.
“We certainly get a number of
people who are struggling with
a eating disorder, usually 15-20
a semester, but that is probably
only a small percentage of those
who are actually suffering,”
Lenihan said. “We have a very
vulnerable group of primarily
women who are at risk for
developing an eating disorder.”
Lenihan said the benefits of
eating healthy and exercising
regularly will also be discussed.

AB reviews portioning
process of activity fees
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor

The Apportionment Board
Tuesday night reviewed the process
the members will take to portion
out the $311,000 in student activity
fee money among the four groups
accountable to AB.
Matt Herman, student vice president for financial affairs, explained
the process to the mostly-new
board.
“You go through the budget and
see where money needs to be taken
out and maybe where money needs
to be put in,” Herman said. “We’ll
probably end up cutting from every
budget. We’ll probably have to.”
Herman said the requests will
probably total between $400,000
and $500,000 and the AB will cut
the budgets to fit into the $311,000
activity fee.
“It will be (the AB’s) job to cut
out $100,000 plus from these budgets,” Herman said.
The AB is responsible for dividing student activity fee money
between the University Board, the

Division of Sports and Recreation,
Student Government and themselves.
Herman said the budget requests
from each of the four student
groups, plus each individual committee within UB are due back by
Feb. 7. Each group will then present their budget to AB and answer
any questions the group may have.
Herman said he will have a
schedule of when each group will
present their budget to the board
after the Feb. 7 deadline.
AB Adviser Shirley Stewart said
each AB member is assigned to
represent a UB committee to help
answer questions and be the “resident expert” on the committee to
interpret the monetary need of the
committee.
The AB also approved a transfer
of funds from the UB Concerts to
the UB General Costs to cover the
cost of a conference for UB adviser
David Milberg.
“One of the main purposes for
someone from our office to go is to
recruit graduate students,” Milberg
said.

345-7849

345-7849

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY

LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM

16OZ. DRAFTS
DAIQUIRI’S
BAR MIXERS

$1.25
$2.05
$2.05

ML & BL

Quesadilla
$4.50
Chimichanga
$3.50
Soup of the Day--Chicken Noodle
$2.00 / Bowl
$1.50 w/ Sandwich

CATFISH DINNER

Way Back Wednesday
Songs of the 80’s • Super Specials

$6.95

Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover &
American Express
Accepted

CHECK OUT OUR NEW DANCE FLOOR
AND SHOOTER BAR.
GRINDERS COFFEE NOW AVAILABLE IN STIX

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

Gotta Be... Gotta Be...
14 ” one topping......$5 99
14 ” five topping......$8 99

Pan
Extra

EXTRAS:
Wings....$ 3 99
Cheese Stix....$ 2 99
Bread Stix....$ 1 99
Cans....60¢
2 Liter....$ 2 00

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Dieting
topic of
seminar
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Eastern Alum to discuss
careers for English majors
By PAUL BUDZYNSKI
Staff writer

Career opportunities in editing,
publishing, high school teaching
and business will be the topics of
Eastern graduate James Koestner’s
speech Thursday.
Koestner, director of development for the American Sports
Education Program, will present
“In and out of teaching: Careers for
English majors” at 3 p.m. in
Coleman Hall room 333.
“I think it will be interesting
because (he) will talk about his
career,” said English professor John
Kilgore. “This speech should help
students locate jobs because arts
and humanities graduates are very
marketable.”

Koestner has worked as a high
school English teacher, an author,
an editor and a consultant in the
areas of teacher evaluation and
school finance. He earned a master’s degree in Educational
Administration from the University
of Illinois and is currently working
on his doctorate.
He has served on school
improvement committees with the
lieutenant governor and members
of the General Assembly. His book,
“Program Evaluation for Sports
Directors,” was issued by Human
Kinetics Press in November 1995.
“His writing ability has placed
him where he is, and he should be
able to express that to students,”
Kilgore said. “He is a pretty experienced public speaker.”

Weekend Bus Service
from EIU to Chicago Suburbs
Spring S

pecial!

Area
Chicago .95 round-trip
29
$
ne-way
$15.95 o
ign
Champa 0 round-trip
9.0
$
tes!
e-way
Substitu
$5.00 on
Inferior
r
fo
le
tt
’t Se
ss...Don
an Expre
r Suburb

Ask fo

Tickets & Information

All Around Travel

207 Lincoln Avenue, Charleston • (217) 348-8747
www.SuburbanExpress.com - visit our web page for special coupons

College Transportation, Inc. 502 E. John Street, Champaign, IL 61820 • (217) 344-6700

PPaa nn hhee llllee nn ii cc CCoo uu nn cc ii ll
would like to Congratulate

1st Vice President Rush-Cindy Eckerty
1st Vice President Elect-Laura Moore
and the

1996 Rho Chi’s
Jenny Balstar
Tammy Birch
Elsa Castillo
Mandy DesReMaux
Kristin Glover
Kristin Hahn
Krista Kadar
Jennifer Law
Tanya Mulacek
Janelle Passmore
Irene Placencia
Jodelle Runyon
Courtney Stone
Tammy Valaveris

Jennifer Benfield
Vicki Borski
Su Cornelison
Sara Flamini
A.J. Goeppinger
Robin Hickman
Rachel Kilburg
Erika McDevitt
Janice Nason
Nicole Patton
Keri Potts
Renee Ryba
Laura Turner

Michelle Bidinger
Gina Brady
Nicole Couri
Stephanie Gilbert
Megan Haggerty
Sarah Hoegger
Patty Lakin
Kelly McQuaid
Heather Novak
Ann Paulek
Lauren Randolph
Quincy Souza
Kara Twenhafel
Kathleen Wright
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Feb. 18, 1996
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Help Wanted

SPRING BREAK!! Spend your
Spring Break on the beaches of
Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina. Spacious 2 & 3 bedrooms villas available. Sleep 6-8
People. Across the street from
the beach!! $750-$1050 per
week. Call 800-864-6762 for
more information.
_______________________2/16
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida where
guys meet girls! New motel on
the ocean, AAA-rated, beach volley ball, free MTV. Pool and wet
bar open 24 hours. Don’t be left
out of this Special Promotion. Call
1-800-682-0919
________________________2/1

MAKE MONEY NOW. Rapidly
growing telecommunications co.
seeks Reps in this area. Great
financial opportunity for full and
part time positions. Call today! 1800-685-7202 X8195.
________________________2/1
ALASKA STUDENT JOBS! Great
$$$! Thousands of jobs available.
M a l e / F e m a l e .
Room/Board/Transport often provided. No Exper. Nec. Gde. 919933-0188 ext. A1038
________________________2/9
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.
_______________________1/31
TEACH ENGLISH ABROADMake up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S.
Korea. Many employers provide
room & board + other benefits.
No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more
information call: (206) 971-3570
ext. J57382
________________________2/2

Help Wanted
CONSOLIDATED
MARKET
RESPONSE is hiring for 1996.
We talk to people who want to
talk to us! We offer: *Day positions *Flexible Evening Positions
*Weekly Paychecks *Corporate
Training *Starting Pay $6/hour
*Automatic Raises. Call us
today—348-5250.
_______________________1/31
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.
_______________________1/31
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C57383
________________________2/7
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call:1-206-971-3620
ext. N57383
________________________2/7
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No Exper. Necessary. Gde. 919929-4398 ext C1038
________________________2/9
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Sublessors

Wanted
ARE YOU AN ORGANIZATION
in need of a fundraiser? Call 3487541. And leave message.
________________________2/2
NEEDED 23 STUDENTS WHO
ARE SERIOUSLY INTERESTED
IN LOSING 5-200 lbs. Call Today.
(303) 683-4417
________________________2/5

Sublessors
ROOMMATE NEEDED for
Summer term. 5/14-8/14, own
bedroom, 1/2 block off campus.
Call 345-5675, ask for Shannon
_______________________1/31
SUBLESSORS NEEDED for a
three bedroom apartment.
Summer 96. Call Stacey or Mary
Kate 345-3056
________________________2/1
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 3-5 people for big, clean
apartment very close to campus.
A/C. Affordable. Call 345-1449
________________________2/6

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent
________________________5/6

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Immediately. 1 Block from Lantz.
Please Call 235-6102.
_______________________1/31
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
Summer. Own room. Close to
campus. Rent negotiable. Call
348-0379 for info.
________________________2/1
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Immediately, 1 block east of campus, own room, washer/dryer,
$160 month (Jan.-May). Call 3457265.
________________________2/2
SUBLESSORS
NEEDED.
Summer 96. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Rent Negotiable. Call 3481488 Royal Hts. Apts.

For Rent
________________________2/6
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed for Summer ‘96. Free
access to pool. Very cute and
clean apartment. Call 345-6180,
ask for Shelley or leave a message.
Also
one
female
Roommate needed for fall ‘96.
_______________________1/31
CAMPUS APTS 2 or 3 bdrm. For
2-3 girls. 10 mo. lease. Call CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between 3-9 pm
________________________2/2
HOUSE 4 BEDROOMS, across
the street from campus. Call B &
B Enterprises for appointment
232-4466, a local call.
________________________2/2
HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, range, refrigerator. Available immediately. No
pets. 348-0712
________________________2/8
NICE, CLOSE to campus, furnished houses for ‘96-’97 school
year. Twelve-month lease.
$210.00/month. Call 345-3148.
________________________5/6
MICROWAVE FOR RENT. CARLYLE RENTALS 348-7746
________________________5/6
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 3456000
________________________5/6

NICE, CLEAN APT. units
available 1, 2, or 3 Bdrm. Call
348-0819 Leave message.
________________________2/2
ONE BEDROOM APTS, Fall ‘96,
QUIET, mature persons. All utilities paid. 1 Bdrm $365-1 person,
$200 per person-2 people. 11 1/2
month leases. Unfurnished. Call
345-6759 leave message. No
Parties!
________________________5/6
2,3,4,5 BEDROOM HOUSES for
rent. $175-$210/month rent. 2/3
bedroom apartment. 348-5032
_______________________2/28
MCARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Furnished. 12-month
lease 345-2231
________________________5/6
WELL KEPT 5 BEDROOM
HOUSE, next to campus, washer/dryer, pets possible, 3 roommates needed. 345-2671
________________________2/1
FOR 96-97 SCHOOL YEAR, 10
month lease. 1 & 2 Bedroom
apts. Furnished- Air-Conditioning.
Call 345-2516
________________________2/1
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED/furnished apt, close to EIU. For 2
students, 12 mo. lease at
$210/per person. Call 348-7653.
________________________5/6
FALL SEMESTER ‘96: HOUSES
AND APARTMENTS AVAILABLE.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
FRANK AT 345-4487.
________________________2/2
FOR RENT 96-97 School year. A
4 BDRM and 6 BDRM house 2
blocks from campus. 10-month
lease. 348-0394
________________________2/2
NOW RENTING— one and two
bedroom apartments for ‘96-’97
school year. Carlyle Apartments
348-7746
________________________5/6
GIRLS-NICE ONE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENT. No
pets or parties. Low utilities. 3455048 before 6 pm.
________________________2/2
GIRLS ONLY. Newly furnished
two bedroom, $250 each, three
bedroom $200 each, water,
garbage included. 348-0288
________________________2/1

3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 1306
Forrest. Good location, $180
each. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments north side of town. 3456621

ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
Only. Large House Fully Furn.
Singles & Dbles. 1 blk from union.
$220.00 mo. incl util & A/C. Pat
Novak (708)789-3772

campus clips

BLACK STUDENT UNION will depart for the Savoy Skating Trip at
5:30 p.m. today in the Union Walkway.
INDIGO - AFRICAN-AMERICAN THEATRE Society will have auditions
at 5 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1 in the Theatre Playroom. Bring something
to recite that you are familiar with.
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTION Children will have a meeting
at 6 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 1 in the Coleman Auditorium, Room 120.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting at 5:30 p.m.
today in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Call Chris at 348-1783 if you
can’t attend. Bring $ for dues.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION will have a meeting at 6:30 p.m.
tonight in the Shelbyville Room,MLK Union. Come find out what multiculturalism is all about.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study and Open
Student Center at 8 p.m. tonight at the Immanuel Lutheran Church.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA will have a meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Lantz
club room.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a fudraising meeting at 4:30
p.m.today in the Heritage Room.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a Black History Month meeting at
5 p.m. today in the Heritage Room.
ARTS & HUMANITIES STUDENT Advisory Board will have a meeting
at 4:30 p.m. today in the Fine Arts Building Rm 224.
PHI BETA SIGMA will have a panel discussion “What Happened to
Black Love” , hosted by Marcus Fizer at 7 p.m. tonight in the Greek
Court Common Area. For more info. call 8151.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an active meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in
the 1895 room in Union.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an Induction ceremony at 8 p.m. tonight
in the 1895 room ,MLK Union.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will have a meeting at
6:15 p.m. tonight in LH 17. Thomas L. Anderson, Executive-inResidence will be speaking. Professional attire desired.
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY will be studying out of John 16 at noon today
and this week. Everyone is welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass at 9 p.m. tonight in the
Newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have bible study at 6 p.m. tonight
at the Swifts.
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL have Communion at 9:30 p.m. tonight
in the Wesley United Methodist Chapel. It is informal and led by students every Wednesday. Everyone is invited.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA, the Pre-Law society, will have a meeting at 3
p.m. today in 219 Coleman Hall.All majors are welcome.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

JANUARY 31

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Wheel Of Fortune
Inside Edition

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

College B-ball:
Purdue at Mich.

Wings
Wings

Family Matters
Newhart

Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Invention
Movie Magic

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Funniest Home..
Funniest Home..

Unsolv Myst.

Dave’s World
Louie
Matt Waters

Ellen
Drew Carey
Grace Under Fire
Naked Truth
Prime Time Live

Metropolitan Opera
Presents

Unsolved Myst.

Beverly Hills,
90210

Red Kangaroo
of Outback

Little House on
the Prairie

NBA B-ball:
Jazz at Trail.

Movie:Who is

Party of Five

Invention

Bonanza

Dateline NBC
Law and Order

American Gothic

Murder, She Wrote

College B-ball:
Duke At North
Carolina

Sister, Sister
The Parent...
Movie: The Haunting Wayans Bros
of Seacliff Inn
Unhappily/After
News

Julia?
Star Trek the Next
Generation

Encore!
News
Jay Leno

News
David Letterman

News
Nightline

SportsCenter

Silk Stalkings

Swaps
Simon & Simon

...Served?
Movie

Intimate Portrait

Final Justice
Cops

Next Step
Predators & Prey
Movie Magic
Invention

News
One on One
Motorweek
Movie

WCW Wrestling
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For Rent
2 GIRLS LOOKING FOR 2-3
GIRLS to share 4 bdrm house.
‘96-’97 Close to campus own
room, washer/dryer, low rent, low
utilities. If interested call Katie of
Colleen at 348-1678

For Sale
________________________2/2
D.J. EQUIPMENT. Everything
included or will separate. Call for
details. 345-6247 Ask for Cory
________________________2/7
IBM PC WITH MONITOR, Built in
Modem. Windows, Word Perfect,

Lost & Found
E-mail. $500 345-6198
________________________2/1
MENS WATCH FOUND in Booth

Announcements
Library. I.D. at SMC Desk.
________________________2/2
CMAA CMAA CMAA meeting at
6:00 Room 110 Klehm Hall
January 31, Be there!
_______________________1/31
WELCOME BACK-CMAA will
have a meeting January 31 at
6:00 Room 110 Klehm Hall.
_______________________1/31
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H2662 for current listings.
_______________________1/31
CLUB MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION of AMERICA First meeting
of the New Year January 31 at
6::00 Room KH 110
_______________________1/31
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income, or
parent’s income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services: 1800-263-6495 ext. F57383
________________________2/5
ATTENTION FRATERNITIES
AND SORORITIES Capone’s and
Panthers are available for private
parties and functions 348-0288
_______________________1/31
SPRING BREAK! Only 1 week to
live-DON’T BLOW IT!! Organize
group-TRAVEL
FREE
Jamaica/Cancun $399 Bahamas
$359 Florida $109 FREE INFORMATION! Sunsplash 1-800-4267710
_______________________2/15
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY
Kahles! Round two can only get
better! ASA Love and Mine
Gilbert

classified advertising
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Announcements
_______________________1/31

$4-ALL THE LAUNDRY YOU
CAN STUFF IN A BAG. Quick,
worry free service. DONNAS
CLEANERS 345-3454
________________________2/2
DAYTONA!! $134/person. Stay
beachfront in the heart of
SPRING BREAK! 1-800-8687423
_______________________2/26
ATTENTION SENIORS: ORDER
YOUR PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS AT
TOKENS. PACKAGE OF 25
ONLY $39.95
_______________________2/29
CUPID SEZ, YOU’LL LOVE THE
VALENTINE
STUFF
AT
TOKENS. ORDER A BALLOON
BOUQUET FOR YOUR SWEETIE. WE’LL DELIVER, OR SHIP
YOUR ORDER, TOO.
______________________2/14
$ 4 AND OUR 15 POUND LAUNDRY BAG Gets You Quick Worry
Free Laundry Service. DONNA’S
CLEANERS 345-3454
________________________2/1
CONGRATULATIONS JOHNNY
HERNANDEZ on setting new EIU
Assist Record on my 50th
Birthday.-The Halls
_______________________1/31
CONGRATULATIONS VICKIE
BORSKI of Delta Zeta for getting
lavaliered to Jon Seaman of Delta
Chi at SIU. Love your roomie
Kristen.
_______________________1/31
DANIELLE LAFAYETTE of TRISIGMA-Congratulations on getting lavaliered to Steve Ermel of
Delta Sigma Phi. Sigma Love,
Your Sisters
_______________________1/31
MELISSA NICHOLS of TRISIGMA-Formal ‘96 was a huge
success! You did a great job!
Love, Your sisters.
_______________________1/31
TRI-SIGMA
Informational,
Tuesday February 6, 6-8pm. For
Info or rides call Steph 581-8181.
________________________2/5
DEBBIE BLAKE...Congratulations
on your engagement to Izzio Your
DZ sisters couldn’t be happier for
you!!
_______________________1/31
HEY
DELTA
ZETA
CRUSHEES...We can’t wait to
see you tonight!! Don’t forger to
bring your invitations along!
_______________________1/31
MATT BROOKS of SIGMA PI...
We can’t wait to see our “MAN”
tonight...Who’s eyes gaze in
yours anyway? Love your DZ
Women!
_______________________1/31
$40,000 YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for

Announcements
listings.
_______________________1/31
PLAN YOUR FUNCTIONS AT
TED’S CALL TED AT 345-9732
OR TIM DUTTON AT 581-6574.
CALL SOON FOR GOOD
DATES.
________________________2/2
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
________________________2/1
TO CHRONIC ITCH: Friday night
was great! Thanks for letting me
be part of the band, I’m looking
forward to the next gig! Love,
Irene
_______________________1/31
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s REO’s. Your Area. Toll

Services Offered

Writers
Graphic Designers
for the

Warbler

For more info. contact

The Daily Eastern News

Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H2262 for current listings.
_______________________1/31

581-2812

TIRED OF LARGE CITY AUTO
RATES? Then Call BILL HALL at
HALL INSURANCE 345-7023 to

Where do students get the experience they needto be successful after graduation?

Graduate School.
Assistantships.
Internships.
Jobs.
(First you need a good resume)
The Daily Eastern News design department can help you get a good
start with professional resume service. Affordable, convenient, quality. Call 581-2812 today to get on the road to future success!

Women’s conference
race heating up in
the Mid-Continent
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

While only half of the MidContinent Conference schedule
has been played, teams are
already positioning for seeds in
the Mid-Con tournament – and
things are tight.
With the results of Monday’s
games, the University at Buffalo
stands alone in first place with a
7-2 conference record.
However, four teams are knotted up in the second slot one
game back at 6-3, including Troy
State, Youngstown State, Valparaiso and Northeastern Illinois.
The University of Missouri at
Kansas City (5-4) stands alone in
third place, followed by Eastern
and Western Illinois at 4-5.
Chicago State (1-8) and
Central Connecticut State (0-8)
round out the conference.
But the teams are not just battling for seeds in the conference
tournament in March, they are
also playing to host the tournament.
Unlike the men’s tournament,
which is to be played at The
Mark in the Quad Cities, the
women’s tournament is not
played at a neutral site. The
school which is in first place as
of Feb. 13 will host the post-season tournament. And with the
winner getting an automatic bid
to the NCAA tournament, home
court could be more important
than the number one seed.
As it stands now, five teams
still have a legitimate shot at
home court advantage for the
Mid-Con tournament.
“There is just so much parity
in the league,” Northeastern
head coach Denise Taylor said.
“Each team has the talent to beat
each other on any given night.”
With the parity, upsets and
streaks have been the norm.
Northeastern started with four
straight conference wins before
losing its next three games,
including an 82-69 home loss to
Western, which was 1-4 at the
time.
UMKC is one game over .500
in conference, but handed
Buffalo an 11-point loss early in
the season.
Youngstown started 4-1 but
consecutive losses to Valpo and
Eastern dropped the Lady Penguins out of first place.
“It’s going to bounce back and
forth throughout the season,”
Eastern head coach John Klein
said. “You see a lot of surprises
with the rest of the schools, but
you’re not going to see many
surprises with Buffalo and
Valpo.”
Youngstown head coach Ed
DeGregorio said the road games
will make a difference in teams’
standings. “The road can kill
you,” he said. “Travel just wears
you out.”
But with the site of the MidCon tournament yet undecided,
DeGregorio said it’s hard to see
who will end up with the bid to
the NCAA. “Any one of these
teams can give you a headache,”
he said. “It’ll come down to who
hosts the tournament.”
The Royals and the Lady
Crusaders are currently at the
top of the conference, but there
is plenty of basketball left in the

season.
Buffalo (7-2): The Royals are
on a roll. Winners of eight of
their last nine games, Buffalo
has shown it can score (77.8
points per game), but more
importantly, they lead the MidCon in scoring defense as they
have given up only 61.7 points
per game. As a result, the Royals
lead the conference in scoring
margin, dominating opponents
by an average of 16.1 points per
game.
Valpo has the second best
scoring margin at +3.6 points per
game. The Royals have the
inside track to hosting the tournament, but have to go on the
road for five of their last nine
games.
Valparaiso (6-3): The Lady
Crusaders look to be back in the
race. After an average 3-2 conference start, the team that won
12 games in the Mid-Con last
year rattled off three straight
wins, including big home victories over Buffalo and Youngstown.
But Valpo dropped out of a tie
at the top Monday night as it lost
at Western 76-66. With the second ranked defense in the conference (63.3 points per game),
Valpo will play close games, but
also has to travel to Buffalo and
Youngstown in the second half
of the season.
Troy State (6-3): A big loss
Monday night to Buffalo (84-77)
dropped the Lady Trojans out of
a first place tie and extended
their conference losing streak to
two games. While Troy leads the
conference in scoring (78.3
points per game), defense has
been the problem. The Trojans
are giving up a league worst 77.9
points per game.
Troy does have the advantage
of playing five of its last nine
games at home, including an
important homestand late in the
season in which Buffalo and
Youngstown will visit.
Youngstown State (6-3):
After knocking off Troy State
and Central Connecticut, the
Lady Penguins find themselves
right back in the middle of the
title hunt. The wins also put
Youngstown at 2-0 during its
current four-game homestand.
But DeGregorio is concerned
about his team’s youth. Although
four sophomores and a junior
start for the Penguins, the team
has pulled off big wins against
Troy and Northeastern. The road
at the end of the season will be
tough for the Penguins, as their
final two games see them traveling to Troy State and hosting
Buffalo.
Northeastern (6-3): According to DeGregorio, the Golden Eagles have the most talent in
conference. And they were making their case early, starting 3-0
in the conference, including a
105-72 thrashing of Troy State
on Jan. 6.
But since then, Northeastern
has gone 3-3. Six-foot-one center Delores Jones leads the
league in rebounds and blocked
shots, and guard Radiance
Clarke leads the league in scoring. The Eagles have the luxury
of playing both Buffalo and
Youngstown at home in the second half, but still have to travel
to Troy State.
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Large 1-Topping
Pizza
99

Teams with a
chance to host
postseason

$5

UNIV. AT BUFFALO

Record 7-2
Conference Rank
Offense 2nd Defense 1st
Outlook Inside track to host
conference tournament

TM

Fast Free
Delivery

+ Ta x

Add Breadstix + Sauce
just 99¢

348-5454

VALPARAISO UNIV.

Record 6-3
Conference Rank
Offense 5th Defense 2nd
Outlook Playing consistently;
must win on the road

TROY STATE UNIV.

Record 6-3
Conference Rank
Offense 1st Defense 10th
Outlook Play tougher teams at
home; should stay near the top

YOUNGSTOWN ST. UNIV.

1/4 lb. Cheeseburger

Only 99¢ All Day!

Record 6-3
Conference Rank
Offense 3rd Defense 8th
Outlook Young team; could
struggle down the stretch

NORTHEASTERN IL. UNIV.
Record 6-3
Conference Rank
Offense 4th Defense 5th
Outlook Possibly the best talent
in the league; inconsistent

UNIV. OF MO. AT K.C.

Record 5-4
Conference Rank
Offense 7th Defense 4th
Outlook Three-point triggerhappy; can also play down low
Compiled by Josh Harbeck
Design by Lowell Munz

UMKC (5-4): Living and
dying by the three-point shot,
the Kangaroos find themselves
hovering around .500. While
they have attempted more treys
than anyone else in conference,
UMKC has one of the worst
three-point percentages in the
Mid-Con. Its 24 percent mark
tops only Chicago State and
Central Connecticut. The Roos
also have the misfortune of
playing their next three games
on the road as they travel to
Buffalo, Youngstown and Western.
Eastern (4-5): Monday’s 7763 loss at UMKC dropped the
Lady Panthers’ conference
record below .500 for the third
time this season. To get back to
the top half of the conference,
Eastern must defend its home
court. And with Valpo, Central
Connecticut and Troy State
coming to Charleston, now is a
good time to start. The Lady
Panthers are also among the
teams to travel to Buffalo and
Youngstown in the second half
of the season, but the home
stands have to be a priority.
Western (4-5): A big win
over Valpo finds the Westerwinds near .500 and trying to
get respect. The preseason pick
to repeat as champions, Western
has not had an easy go of it.
Starting 1-4 in conference did
not help, but since then the
Westerwinds have gone 3-1.
Western plays five of its last
nine games at home and will
have to play tough to move out
of the number eight seed.
Chicago State (1-8): When
the Cougars beat Central
Connecticut on Jan. 6 they had
their first conference win since
the 1993-94 season, but that is
the only bright spot. While
Chicago State will miss the post
season, it might get its second
win of the year when it travels
to Central Connecticut.
Central Connecticut (0-9):
Better things are bound to happen. While one win would be
nice, the Blue Devils will have
to go on a tear to reach last
year’s total of four conference
wins.

Pa p a s a y s :
“C o m e h a ve l u n c h
w i t h u s ! ! .”

33 44 8
8 -- 8
8 22 8
8 22

Serving Eastern Illinois Univeristy and Charleston!
Every Wednesday

Lunch
Slices!!
(Dine-in only)

Deal #1
2 slices
+1 coke

Deal #2
1 slice
+ 1 coke

$ 99

$ 49

Only with coupon
Not valid with any other coupon
Dine-in only

Only with coupon
Not valid with any other coupon
Dine-in only

1

+ tax

1

ONLY WITH COUPON

HOUSING E X A M - MULTIPLE CHOICE
QUESTION: W h i c h a p a r t m e n t
should I rent?

a ) 3 b e d r o o m s , 3 p e r s o n s, l o w
utilities, private locked bedroom,
mostly furnished, handy location,
ONLY $450 per month
b ) 2 b e d r o o m , 2 p e r s o n s, l a u n d r y
on-site, cable TV paid, CLOSE to
campus, low utilities, furnished,
central a/c.
c ) 2 b e d r o o m , 2 p e r s o n s, WATER
paid, furnished, a/c, low utilities,
laundry on-site, ample parking,
convenient parking.
d) Efficiency apartment for
1 p e r s o n, a l l f r e s h d e c o r , a p p l i a n c e s ,
a/c, Small, Clean, PRIVATE, laundry
on-site, Convenient.

A NSWER: A l l C o r r e c t
Call for an appointment

Wood Real Estate
Jim Wood, Broker
(217) 345-4489

+ tax

Grapplers eyeing regionals
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

The men’s wrestling team is now in the home
stretch of its season and looking forward to the
regionals and NCAA Championships. All season
it has faced tough competition which should prove
to be an advantage in the postseason.
In the Panthers’ first meet of the season at the
St. Louis Open, they went against the top 10 out
of 20 teams in the nation. Two weeks later they
saw three of the top five teams.
More recently was the meet at No. 13 ranked
Indiana, where the Panthers did not fare so well.
But more important than wins, they are gaining
valuable experience and getting a feel for what
tough teams can do.
Fix ‘em if you can: After injuring his knee at
the Red Skin Open on Jan. 20, Tim Fix’s status for
this weekend is still unknown.
Coach Ralph McCausland said Fix has been
practicing but could not say if Fix would be able
to wrestle until later in the week.
Team leaders: Juniors Dave Pena and Matt
Hughes have continually led the Panthers this season with their experience and overall talent.
Hughes ranks first on the team in victories with a
record of 31-7, while Pena comes in a close second at 26-10.
Pena has already earned more wins than last
year, when he finished the season 24-10. Between
Hughes and Pena, they account for more than onethird of the team’s individual wins.
Freshmen watch: This year there are only four
freshmen on the team, which is an unusually low
number.
“The freshmen have made the transition well,”
McCausland said. “The first year is mainly to gain

SPIKERS

Ralph
McCausland

experience, and all of them have
gained valuable experience.”
Out of the four freshmen, Curtis
Owen (167) is the one that sticks
out.
Owen, a redshirt freshman, has
a respectable 15-16 record. Nick
Macellaio (142) stands at 4-6 and
heavyweight Graham Witt has
struggled at 1-8. Mike Pena (118),
Dave’s brother, has a record of 5-

11.
“For the rest of the year, I expect them to contribute if and when called upon,” McCausland
said.
Senioritis: The seniors on the team have not
exactly sparkled this season. Dan Briggs (Hwt.),
Fix (167), Brian Klene (142), and Erik Murry
(150) have a combined record of 29-40.
Briggs has struggled by only picking up one
win and 16 losses. Despite their records, the
seniors can prove to be a real asset to the team by
using their experience and knowledge to help the
younger wrestlers toward the end of the season.
Home (finally): After having their original
home opener on Jan. 23rd against Southern Illinois
University canceled, the Panthers will open their
home schedule Friday against Illinois.
“I don’t know how much of an advantage it is to
wrestle at home,” McCausland said. “But, it is an
advantage to wrestle in front of the home fans.”
No adjustment needed: Throughout the entire
season, the Panthers have displayed a positive attitude and level of confidence. Even after a rough
weekend, they are not down on themselves.
“We’ve gained physically and mentally and I
want to carry on with that in one match at a time,”
McCausland said.

was expecting it, too.”
Wells also said that, despite
the team’s academic triumphs,
Ralston takes time to care for
each player as an individual.
“Coach cares about each one
of us and what we will do after
we’re done playing volleyball,”
Wells said. “She knows that
volleyball will end once we’re
done here, and she wants us to
do our best now so we can do
our best when we leave here.”
Wells said she thinks other
volleyball programs concentrate
mainly on winning – on the
court before in the classroom.
“ If sh e h a s s omething
planned and we have big tests
coming up, she’ll compromise
with us,” Wells said. “Other
coaches, I think, focus more on
just volleyball and not anything
else.”
Ralston’s demanding academic criteria have paid off for
her team. Eastern’s volleyball
program is nationally recog-

nized as one of the top academic volleyball programs in the
country. Eas tern joins the
University of Nebraska as the
only programs to receive the
American Volleyball Coaches
Associations team academic
award for three consecutive
years.
“Academics is something
they can work for,” Ralston
said. “That is the main thing.
It’s also important that the parents (of the players) know that
we run this kind of program.
It’s important that the parents
buy into our system.”
But the main thing for
Eastern’s volleyball players is
Ralston’s assistance in building
a solid stepping stone for life
after college.
“She’s realistic,” Brewster
said. “She knows we’re likely
not going to have an Eastern
volleyball player in the pros.
“She prepares us for life after
volleyball.”

tant coach on a University of
Pittsburgh team that ended the
season ranked 22nd in the nation,
his youth may prevent him from
getting the job.
However, he is confident about
Eastern contending for the conference title and while I cannot
say this attitude will help him
land the job, it really cannot hurt
him either.
Last, but not least, on this list
of potential coaches is Fabiano.
It’s true that he failed to coach
Eastern to its second straight
Mid-Con title but at the same
time, he has something the other
three candidates don’t have:
experience at Eastern.
Yes, this 24-year-old coach
knows what it is like to take over
a program and set high hopes and
then watch his team fail to reach
those goals. Then again, he has
definitely learned from that less

JERRY’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4TH
AND LINCOLN

345-2844
200 OFF

$

LARGE PIZZA
AND FREE
QT. OF COKE
EXP. 2/7/96

100 OFF

$

SMALL PIZZA
AND FREE
QT. OF COKE
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coach seems to have his priorities
straight because not only has he
coached his team into the postseason at the NAIA level, but he
also won a national championship while playing with
Indiana University.
McClements has also set high
goals for the team if he is hired.
He believes Eastern is ready to
go to the next level and is planning on nothing less than a trip to
the NCAA tournament this year.
Granted he does have the experience, but coaching a team in the
Missouri Valley Conference is
not going to be an easy task.
Nevertheless, there is a strong
possibility that he will end up
being Eastern’s third coach in as
many years.
Karwoski on the other hand is
almost just the opposite of
McClements. He is a young
coach and while he was an assis-
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too.’ It gave me the incentive to
do as well as the others on the
team.”
Jennifer Damon said Ralston
is speci fi c a bout w h o sh e
recruits. After all, it takes a
special kind of student to meet
her standards on the court and
in the classroom.
“She recruits people that
have been good students in high
school,” Damon said. “I personally don’t feel that much pressure, but I expect it from myself
as well. She knows we do our
best, and she doesn’t get disappointed if we struggle a little
bit.”
But “struggling” for this
team could be four A’s and two
B’s. Vanessa Wells, a junior,
said having Ralston as a coach
has been a positive influence on
her.
“She’s been a very positive
influence on me because I knew
I was expected to have at least a
3.00,” Wells said. “I knew she
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than impressive first season and
would only be able to improve on
last year.
So will this learning experience and knowledge of coaching
at Eastern guarantee him the job?
Probably not.
I know the fact that he has
been at Eastern for a year and the
fact that the players do seem to
respect him should mean something when it comes to hiring.
But logically speaking, it will
likely not even be considered
during the decision-making process.
I will admit I’m not an expert
when it comes to hiring coaches,
but I do know that experience
counts in today’s competitive job
market. And if this idea applies
to Eastern, then McClements will
end up being the next soccer
coach and Fabiano will be a forgotten figure in Eastern athletics.
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Sports

Eastern gains momentum during trip
Brian Lester
Staff writer

Next year’s
soccer coach?
Not Fabiano
As most sports fans know,
coaching is full of uncertainty.
Just ask Paul Westphal (former
Phoenix Suns head coach) or Sam
Wyche (former Tampa Bay
Buccaneers head coach), who are
out looking for new jobs as a
result of this uncertainty.
Of course, college coaching
positions are also far from being
safe. And over the last week and a
half, I had the opportunity to
interview four candidates who are
vying for the head coaching position of the men’s soccer team.
Now, before I give a somewhat
detailed description of each candidate and mention who I think is
going to take over the possibly
arduous task of turning a team that
finished 5-12 last year into a contender again, here is a little background information.
For starters, the reason this
whole hiring process is even taking place is because Troy Fabiano,
who served as the coach last year
and is one of the four candidates
up for the job, was only an interim. To put it simply, an interim
job is only temporary.
And since Eastern needs a permanent soccer coach, this hiring
process had to take place, and the
result of this job search are four
coaching candidates: Seth Roland,
Bob McClements, Chris Karwoski
and Fabiano.
Of course, all of this might
have been solved had Eastern
brought in a more experienced
coach in the first place. But this is
not an ideal world and things do
not always work out the way they
are planned.
So before I reveal who I believe
is the frontrunner for the job, let
me give a rundown of the list of
candidates, including the type of
experience they have.
Since Roland was the first candidate, I will begin by discussing
his experience in coaching. After
all, he did make a good first
impression.
First of all, he does have experience in winning, as he was an
assistant on a William and Mary
College (Williamsburg, Pa.) team
that advanced to the NCAA tournament. He also kept Division II
University of Bridgeport (Conn.)
in the top 10 nationally year in
and year out.
He also has his sights set on
improving the team but he is not
going to guarantee a conference
title. So does he have what it takes
to coach at Eastern? Possibly, but
don’t count on seeing him on the
sidelines next year.
The next, and perhaps most
impressive, of the four candidates
is Bob McClements from Baker
University in Kansas. Yes, this
See LESTER page 11

Two-game swing nets
wins against Western,
Missouri-Kansas City

By DAN FIELDS
Sports editor
It seems the best cure for Eastern’s 25point loss at home against Northeastern
Illinois Jan. 24 was to play a few games on
the road.
After dropping the 73-48 decision to the
Golden Eagles, the Panthers first traveled to
Macomb and defeated Western Illinois handily by a 83-68 score. Eastern then jaunted over
to the University of Missouri at Kansas City

and edged the Kangaroos, 56-54.
Panther head coach Rick Samuels was also
pleased to see his team make a positive
turnaround to bring its overall record to 7-9
and 5-4 in the Mid-Continent Conference.
“We’re feeling very good,” Samuels said.
“First of all, we were able to seize some
opportunities. Against Western, we were able
to get the spurt that put us over the hump to
put the game away.
“In the Missouri game, we were hoping to
get some breaks at crunch time. We were
really aggressive in taking possessions away
from Kansas City.”
Individually, Samuels was pleased with
performances from freshman guard Chad
Peckinpaugh, sophomore forward Eric
Frankford and senior forward Michael
Odumuyiwa.

After journey, Klein
has mixed feelings
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

Although the Lady Panthers
ended up splitting their games
during a weekend road trip, head
coach John Klein was not entirely
disappointed with the team’s performance.
“I was pleased with our win
over Western on Saturday
because it improved our chances
to win in the league,” Klein said.
“As for the University of
Missouri at Kansas City game, its
always frustrating to lose but I
was more frustrated with the way
we played than with the loss.”
Sophomore guard Jess Laska
was also somewhat pleased with
the road trip and believed the
team played as a unit.
“I think during the road trip we
learned that we can play together
as a team because everything
seemed to click in the Western
game,” Laska said. “Against
UMKC though, something was
missing mentally because our
heads weren’t in the game.”
As for the trip, Eastern (7-10,
4-5 in the Mid-Continent Conference) came away with a 60-54
victory over Western, keyed by
the Lady Panthers’ 72 percent
shooting from the charity stripe.
The leaders for Eastern from the
line in that game were sophomore
forward Barbora Garbova and
Laska.

Garbova
connected on 7of-9 from the
line and Laska
knocked down
3-of-4 from the
line.
But in the
UMKC contest,
Eastern just
could not get
John Klein
into a rhythm on
Monday night. The Lady
Kangaroos took advantage of the
Lady Panthers’ 9-of-35 shooting
from the floor in the first half to
take a commanding 41-23 lead at
the break that eventually led to a
77-63 win that dropped Eastern
into fourth place in the MidContinent Conference.
“We have to focus on our
intensity, cut the turnovers down
from 23 to 15, get more shots and
shoot better from the free throw
line in order to play better as a
team,” Klein said.
Laska is also looking to see the
team take advantage of being at
home for the next three games
and believes the mental aspect of
basketball is going to be the key
to winning at home.
“The biggest thing the team has
to work on is being prepared
mentally for our games,” Laska
said. “We have to get our heads
into the game because we are all
in the same book, we just aren’t
on the same page.”

“At Western Illinois, we had a lot of different people help us,” Samuels said. “Initially,
Chad Peckinpaugh’s play in the second half
helped us when he hit two big three-point
baskets.
“Mike Odumuyiwa gave us some inspirational minutes and a key basket. And we saw
Eric Frankford come out of his slump at
Missouri-Kansas City and it’s good to see
that.”
Samuels was also pleased with the performances of his veterans, namely Johnny
Hernandez, who broke Eastern’s all-time
assist record in the Missouri-Kansas City
game, and also senior Andre Rodriguez.
Samuels is also thankful that the injury bug
hasn’t bitten his team as of late when he said:
“So far, we’re staying in good health and
were crossing our fingers.”

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Associate photo editor
Lady Panther guard Shonee Batte (right) drives past a Youngstown
State defender earlier this season, a game in which Eastern won 77-73
in overtime to the Lady Penguins.

Spikers give true definition of student athletes
By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor

When Eastern volleyball coach Betty
Ralston looks at her recruiting lists, the first
statistic that usually jumps off the page is not
the prospective student/athlete’s high school
kill total. It’s not the future Panther’s assists
and it’s not her block total either.
It is very likely her ACT score or her high
school grade point average.
To Ralston, she is not just coaching volleyball players. She’s coaching students and
preparing them for life after college and after
volleyball.
Senior volleyball player Heather Brewster
knows what its like to play under the high
standards set by Ralston for her student/athletes. After completing her fourth and final
year as an Eastern volleyball player, Brewster
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still hits the books as hard as she hits volleyballs.
Brewster said one of the keys to Eastern’s
academic integrity and success is the one-onone treatment Ralston gives her players.
“Coach definitely always asks us about our
grades,” Brewster said. “We have one-on-one
meetings with her, and the first thing she
brings up is how we’re doing in class. Then

she gets to volleyball.”
Ralston’s treatment of academics as a top
priority reflects on the team. The volleyball
team’s combined grade point average has been
above 3.20 for the last 18 semesters. That’s
nine years and, according to Ralston, that was
the first time she began keeping track.
Brewster said that a normal policy for
Eastern coaches is to have athletes attend
study tables when their GPA falls below 2.50.
But with Ralston, the standards are set even
higher. Brewster said this was intimidating to
her in her early days at Eastern.
“She has us go to study tables if we fall
below a 3.00,” Brewster said. “I think at first,
when I was an underclassman, it was like a
competition within the team. I was looking up
to the juniors and seniors, and I thought,
‘Gosh, those girls have a 4.00. I can do that,
See SPIKERS page 11

